
 

   
      

  

   
  

    

    
     

   

  

       
      

              
            

    

             
            

             
            

            
            

               
    

                 
        

   
    

    

u.s. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 450, MSIN H6-60

Richland, Washington, 99352

MAY 2 9 2012
12-WTP-0191

The Honorable Peter S. Winokur
Chairman
Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board
625 Indiana Avenue, NW, Suite 700
Washington. DC 20004-2901

Dear Mr. Chairman:

TRANSMITTAL OF DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES SAFETY BOARD (DNFSB)
RECOMMENDATION 2010-2 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (IP) DELIVERABLE 5.3.3.5

This letter provides you the deliverable responsive to Commitment 5.3.3.5 of the U.S. Department of
Energy plan to address Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (DOE-WTP) Vessels Mixing Issues;
IP for DNFSB 2010-2.

The attachments provide the comment resolution form and summary document for the National Energy
Technology Laboratory (NETL) review ofthe Bechtel National, Inc.'s Experimental Data Gap Analysis
for CFD Verification & Validation (Commitment 5.3.3.4). The NETL also provided to DOE-WTP a
document, Recommendationsfor CFD V&Vand Test Plan, to illustrate their issues and
recommendations. Open comments and recommendations that impact testing will be resolved prior to
the start ofNQA-l testing for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Verification and Validation
(V&V) and the evaluation of whether additional Large Scale Integrated Testing data sets are needed to
complete CFD V&V (Commitment 5.3.3.6).

If you have any questions, please contact me at (509) 376-8830, or your staffmay contact Ben Harp,
WTP S!artl:'UP and Commissioning Integration Manager at (509) 376-1462.

WTP:RB

Attachment

cc w/attachment: See page 2

..// /
~ ,/~1J141~(,-

I! cott L. S~rson, Manager >

Office ofRiver Protection



        
  

 
   
   

   
   
   
  
    
    

   
    
    
   
   
    
   
   
   

 
 

Hon. Peter S. Winokur
12-WTP-O191

cc w/attachment:
D. M. Busche, BNI
W. W. Gay, BNI
F. M. Russo, BNI
R. G. Skwarek, BNI
C. G. Spencer, BNI
D. McDonald, Ecology
D. G. Huizenga, EM-1
M. B. Moury, EM-1
T. P Mustin, EM-1
K. G. Picha, EM-1
C. S. Trummell, EM-1
A. C. Williams, EM-2.1
M. N. Campagnone, HS-1.1
R. H. Lagdon, Jr., US
M. R. Johnson, WRPS
S. A. Saunders, WRPS
M. G. Thien, WRPS
BNI Correspondence
WRPS Correspondence

-2- MAY 29 2012
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TRANSMITTAL OF DEFENSE NUCLEAR FACILITIES SAFETY
BOARD (DNFSB) RECOMMENDATION 2010-2 IMPLEMENTATION

PLAN (IP) DELIVERABLE 5.3.3.5

Summary Document for the NETL Review of the Experimental Data
Gap Analysis for CFD V&V

(Total Number ofPages including coversheet: 3)



           

  

               

           

              

             

      

  
      
      
     

              

            

              

              

            

          

              

              

                  

              

             

                

             

              

              

               

                 

              

                  

           

             

          

             

               

Summary Document for the NETL Review of the Experimental Data Gap Analysis

for CFD V&V

This document serves as a summary of the NETL team's review of the Experimental Data Gap
Analysisfor CFD V&V contained in document 24590-WTP-RPT-ENG-11-152, Rev 1. Details of
the review of this document and explicit comments and questions from NETL related to this
document are contained in the NETL Comment Resolution Form for the Gap Analysis. This
document contains 4 different areas ofconcentration:

1. General overview
2. Discussion on dimensional and dimensionless parameters
3. Recommendation to help fill data gaps
4. Technical justification for the recommendation

The NETL team feels that BNI's gap analysis has not adequately captured sufficient details to
justify the use of proposed leading order dimensionless parameters to define and/or fill
experimental data gaps. The NETL team has reservations about the lack of verification data in
the gap analysis that would allow the leading order dimensionless groups chosen by BNI to
sufficiently scale across different length and time scales and operating conditions which would
allow extrapolating these leading order dimensionless parameters to actual full-scale WTP
vessels. The NETL team has concerns that the proposed 8' tank experiments do not adequately
capture all the relevant physics of a full-scale WTP vessel. Because of these issues discussed
above, the NETL team feels that there are significant risks in the use of the data gaps defmed in
the BNI gap analysis report to allow sufficient V&V of BNI's CFD FLUENT model for
assessing full-scale WPT vessel performance. There is insufficient data and gaps in the proposed
experiments using the 8' tank and in general there is a lack of a systematic approac~ in
assessment of model errors and uncertainty at different length scales to extrapolate BNI's CFD
FLUENT model to full-scale WTP vessels. That is, using the proposed BNI experimental plan to
V&V the CFD FLUENT model is not sufficient to guarantee with confidence that this V&V'ed
model can be extrapolated to full-scale WTP vessels because the physics captured in the 8' tank
experiments used in this process might not be the same as the physics of a full-scale WTP vessel
and hence any uncertainties quantified at the 8' scale cannot be extrapolated to full-scale with
confidence.

Based on the concerns above and the gaps in the BNI gap analysis that still exist, the NETL team
has submitted for consideration by WTP a document titled "Recommendation for Experimental
Test Matrix" recommending additional tests to be conducted. These tests when completed should
provide additional information for verification that the selected leading order dimensionless
parameters can be scaled. The additional data generated from these tests would provide support
in the ability of these parameters to scale to full-scale WTP vessel conditions and provide data



              
            

                
             

           

               
           

           
              

            
          
 

            
              

             
              

               
    

              
           

             
            
             

            
    

              
               

                 
                

            
               

            
             

              
                

               
               

              
          

which could be used to both V&V the BNI Fluent model and conduct the confinnation
calculations. The recommendations by NETL include the use of three different size vessels the
existing/planned 4' vessel and 8' vessel, and a new 14' vessel identified by BNI and WTP which
could be used to fill data gaps. Justification for conducting the experimental test matrix
recommended by NETL is because the tests will provide three critical functions:

1. A consistent set of data over wider test vessel scales and parametric range which can
be used to demonstrate that the current leading order dimensionless parameters do
scale and support to allow extrapolating this infonnation to full-scale WTP vessels.
However, in the event these tests show that current parameters do not scale then that
would prove that these parameters do not adequately capture the required physics and
raise concern about missing leading order dimensionless parameters that have not
been identified.

2. By performing the recommended experimental test matrix, it will provide BNI an
opportunity to V&V the CFD FLUENT model at the 4' scale rather than using data
from various sources which might not be consistent. Once the model is V&V'ed at
the 4' scale, the larger 8' and 14' experiments can be used to conduct confinnation
calculations with the model. It is noted that currently there are no plans by BNI to
validate their confirmation calculation plan.

3. The data collected on three different scales under a set of consistent conditions will
allow BNI to exercise both the transient 3D multiphase Eulerian-Eulerian model and
the Integrated Pump-Down model in parallel. In addition, the data sets should be used
to identify if there exist significant change in relevant physics associated with pulse
jet mixing among different scales. The finding can be further used to justify the
capability of CFD model in capturing all physics correctly and the feasibility of
applying it to full scale.

By performing all the CFD calculations at the three different scales defined in the experimental
test matrix recommended by NETL using the same mesh size will allow BNI to evaluate the
effect of coarsening the mesh on the predictions. This is a critical issue since BNI is not planning
on keeping the mesh size constant throughout the CFD model as they apply the model to full
scale WTP vessels. In summary, the NETL team recommends WTP to implement additional
testing into their experimental test program to provide data to support the V&V of BNI's CFD
FLUENT model. The details of the additional testing are outlined in the document
Recommendation/or Experimental Test Matrix provided to WTP.For several reasons the NETL
team finds the current experimental test plan and also BNI's current approach inadequate: it is
not able to support the choice of leading order dimensionless parameters; it is not able to provide
evidence that these parameters hold across larger length scales; it is not able to provide sufficient
data to satisfactorily V&V the BNI FLUENT model; it is not able to demonstrate confidence in
the integrated pump-down model; and it is not able to provide evidence to support extrapolation
of the leading order parameters and models to full-scale WTP vessels.
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NETL Recommendations for CFD V& V and Test Plan
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NETL Recommendations for CFD V&V and Test Plan

According to the current plan, V&V of the FLUENT CFD model will be done at 8ft scale and
the uncertainty calculated at this scale will be used at the plant scale level. In the original V&V
plan, BNI had proposed a multivariate approach to propagate uncertainty from 8ft to plant scale.
However, according to the information provided to NETL review team, the multivariate
technique will not be used anymore. NETL recommends a validation of the current confirmation
calculation plan. Since the current V&V plan is for the 8ft vessel, validating confIrmation
calculation at the mid plant scale of 14ft may not be viable. Therefore, in order to validate BNI's
confIrmation calculation plan, NETL recommends additional V&V of the FLUENT model for
the 4ft vessel. NETL recommends that 4ft vessel should be used to perform NQA-l compliant
experiments. The test matrix for the experiments is also recommended at the end of this report by
NETL. The V&V'ed FLUENT model for the 4ft vessel should then be applied for confIrmation
calculations of the 8ft vessel. Since BNI plans to perform very detailed experiments for the 8ft
vessel, the confIrmation calculations based on 4ft vessel V&V'ed FLUENT model will quantify
the accuracy/robustness of the current confIrmation calculation plan. During this exercise, it is
recommended that FLUENT model for the 8ft vessel is exercised in manner identical to that
planned for plant scale simulations during confIrmation calculations.

During their visit to NETL, BNI staff had presented an Integrated Pump Down (IPD) model
which will be used in conjunction with FLUENT CFD model to predict solids accumulation in
heel. Since the CFD simulations of draw down are computationally intractable due to large wall
times, its coupling with the IPD model was shown to significantly reduce the computational
time. The error associated with the IPD model was quantified based on the IPD model's ability
to recover an analytically known draw down curve. However, this does not constitute a proper
validation of the IPD model which will be used to predict a very critical validation variable. In
order to quantify the modeling errors, the coupled CFD-IPD model prediction should be
compared against a 3-D fully transient CFD model prediction and available experimental data.
The CFD model should ideally be simulated for multiple draw-down cycles in order to assess the
error accumulation in CFD-IPD model. Since the CFD model will be computationally very
expensive, it is recommended that this validation exercise be performed for 4ft vessel. For the 8ft
and 14ft vessels it is recommended that the coupled CFD-IPD be compared against the available
experimental data for confirmation calculation. Comparing the CFD model prediction against the
coupled CFD-IPD model and experimental data will quantify the model errors which should be
incorporated into the overall (CFD and CFD-IPD) model error used in the confirmation
calculations.

Recommendations for experimental test plan

During the review of BNI' s V&V plan and experimental test gap documents, NETL review team
had asked for empirical evidence that the dimensionless group identified by BNI is sufficient to



               
             

             
            

            
              

              
            

              
             
              

              
           

  
  
  
          
               

  
             

     
          
           

         
             

          
           

               
         

             
              
                

                 
          

describe the PJM vessels. As an example of an effort that can probe the sufficiency of
dimensionless group, NETL had asked WTP to conduct further experiments on the existing 4ft
diameter vessel and a new 14' vessel for varying dimensionless parameters identified in the
experimental test gap document (such as, particle Reynolds number and jet Reynolds number).
The validation variable Z01 measured from experiments will be a function of dimensionless
numbers. It was noted that if the dimensionless group is indeed sufficient, then this dependence
of validation variables on dimensionless group will collapse on top of each other for different
sized vessels and different PJM nozzle diameters and operating conditions. This exercise will
support the arguments made in experimental test gap document with respect to filling the data
gap. For the above stated reasons and also to validate BNI's current confirmation calculation
plan, NETL recommends that a 4ft vessel should be used to perform detailed NQAI compliant
experiments. The detailed experiments performed on 4ft, 8ft, and 14ft vessels should be used to
demonstrate collapse of Z01 curves. The various test conditions are described below

a) Single PJM
b) Four PJM's
c) Six PJM's
d) Repeat (a-c) with a minimum of two different diameter nozzles.
e) Repeat (a-d) for vessels during pump-down to study the effect of liquid height on Z01.

(Low, Med, Full)
t) Repeat (a-e) for vessels having 3 different solids loadings (2wt%, 5wt%, lOwt%) while

maintaining the characteristic particle size distribution.
g) Repeat configurations (a-t) above for the 4 ft diameter vessel.
h) Repeat configurations (a-t) above for 8 ft diameter vessel. Perform confrrmation

calculations based on V&V'ed CFD model at the 4ft scale.
i) Repeat configurations (a-t) for the new 14 ft diameter vessel to perform confirmation

calculations, especially for the more challenging mixing conditions encountered in the
WTP vessels. Use V&V'ed CFD models at both 4ft and 8ft scales.

j) In all the CFD simulations the ·mesh size must be maintained constant as the calculations
are taken to larger scales (i.e., 8ft and 14ft tanks).

These tests should be accompanied with measurements of the validation variables (such as Z01,
suction line concentration, etc.) that are currently under the scope of CFD and these values
should be used when necessary in the FLUENT 1PD model as input. Since the scope ofNETL's
team is limited to review of CFD V&V plan for PJM equipped vessels, this report does not make
any recommendation on the test simulant properties or the vessel geometry.
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Page I of 1

Return to: Ricky Bang Comments Due:

Document Title: Experimental Data Gap Analysis for CFD V&V Document No. Kevision: rate:
4590-WTP-RPT-ENG-II-152

Reviewer: Date: lR-esponse by: Date: Comments Resolved: Date:
NETL 2/8/12

2459O-MGT·FOOO06 Rev 6 (1112112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

tern No. ~ectionl Paragraph "'ommenl Significance- M" Commenl Justificalion" ~esponse Resolution

1 1.2.2 I is staled here that "the primary mechanisms

'"
fves - for the mixing variable mosl Response is

bserved depend on thc local flow trongly affected by turbulence at 01

ondilions." It is assumed here that the CFD he vessel bottom - solids atisfactory.
alculations will accurately model all the flui ~obilization zone of influence
ynamic features of the large scale flow and ZOI) • WTP will show
hat Ihe fluid dynamic features of the small omparison to relevant physical
cales are independent of these. This situation esting in a 12x 12 foot flume with

usually only occurs when there is a very large full scale PlMs, a 8 foot
eparation in the length and time scales. Such iameter vessel with single full
situation would be a free jet in an infinite cale PJM, a 8 foot diameter
tmosphere, or a boundary layer on an aircraft essel with half- scale PlMs
ing. This is not the case inside these mixing rranged in two different
essels. The multitudes of length and time rototypical PJM arrays, and a 4
cales that are concurrently operaling in a 001 vessel with PJM arrays. The

mixing vessel are not separatcd by orders of ests will have been conductcd
magnitude and they are thus coupled. sing a wide range of PJM jet
;:'hanges in one scale will mean that all the elocities, fluid viscosities, and

ther scales will also change, and these oJid loadings.
hanges are not captured by the simple
urbulence models which calculate the
roduction and the dissipation of turbulent
inetic energy using a local gradient
ypothesis. 11 is a cornerstone of turbulence

theory that the dissipation rate in the small
cales can be estimated by calculating the
issipation rate from the large scales. The

assumption of scale independence certainly
educes the scope of the problem, but this
ssumption should be experimentally verified
efore it is used in the design of vessels that
~~..ld!.e nuclear material. Can BNl provide
vi nc- data th-' ~u--' s his urn Ii n?

1.3 loud height has been mentioned as a ~ iAgreed - will ensure that adequate iNETL is
urrogate variable at several places in this and iscussion on cloud height is alisfied with
Iher WTP documents. A discussion on cloud ncluded. he response
eight measurement similar to other ut will need

~alidation variables should be included here. he revised
ocumentatio

24590-MGT-FOOO06 Rev 6 (1112112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 

 

 

 

 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

f• a "" -' VI J.J

tern No. ~ectionl Paragraph ~omment ignificanc::ea M" Comment JustificationB Iaesponse Resolution

1.3.1 Tobie 1-/: lists the functional mixing M Agreed - this information can be fNCONSIST
requirements thai must he met by these Deluded. ENTTO
yslems. These mixing requirements are V&V

asically the system outputs, or the figures of ESPONSE
Imerit that the system must achieve in order 10 nd response

function properly. The main concern here is clow (4)
Ilal these requirements are stated in a very
ualitative way and are nol stated in a
uantitative or mathematical way. Jfthese
ixim! reQuirements arc to be aswssed usinl!
FD and! r ex erim nlal1 then the should

IV nint nns fnumb rs r mathematical
talemenls which can be direct! calculated
om the FD results and from measured
~ Then a proper assessment can be made

s to whether or not the mixing requirements
ave been achieved

1.3.1 ~tate the mixing requirements in concrete M he mixing requirements are Agreed
p.nathematical tenns so that metrics produced rovided by WTP Engineering and
IbY the calculation results may be directly re stated as such. Thus they

ompared to metrics that are extrapolated hould not be modified.
Ifrom experimentally measured quantities.
~his renders the mixing requirements to be

alidation variables

24590-MGT-FOOO06 Rev 6 (11/2112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Pae.e 4 of ",

Hem No. eellon/ Paragraph ~ommtnt ignlficancc· "'M" Comm("nl Justlfication8 Response Resolution

1.3.2.1 Is there a precedence (in-house or published M NIA • CFD is no longer going to Agreed
literature) where velocity dala was used as e used to confirm cool-ta-transfer
'urrogale to heat transfer predictions? Why erfomlance for the PIM Vessels.
~Ol just include the heat transfer calculation in
he CFD model only? II is nOI clear how the

Ivelocity dala at one point in lime can be used
o conclude transient heat transfer process.

[what is the dominant mode ofheallransfer in
hese vessels? Iffree convection is
'ignificant, then it is imperative 10 account for
"t in the carrier-phase momentum equation
ilself{by allowing carrier-phase density to
Nary nmurally)

~ 1.3.2.1 If 6 T is on the same order as one cycle then ~ arne response as for comment 5. Agreed
he average velocity that is calculated will not

[be representative of the unsteady velocity that
he CFD calcull11es or unsteady velocity

Iobserved in the experiment. What does this
verage velocity actually mean?

1.3.2.1 Ionlya steady-state value is being used. This M arne response as comment 5. f'grecd
.mpJies that the correlations being used
~uire this infonnation only. If the heat
ransfer is transient, this may not be adequate.

r-here is no discussion of the heat transfer
Forrelations or the heat transfer hardware, so
In0 evaluation can be made of this point. The
~sertion is made that ... "Direct heat transfer
Faleulations from CFD are not necessary to
~enerate accurate solutions for this validation
Ivariable." This implie!\ that the heat transfer
~nd temperature changes do not affect the
~ow in the mixing tank, i.e., one-way
Foupling. However. there i1l no evidence
~·'lr'·1I"nt;ri 'tr . 11 i t is assum ti n a d

u , vi enou h eviden Ih
~lIsl;fi..~ this A~S

24590-MGT-F0OOO6 Rev 6 (11121/2007)Rcf: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

.«·.... .>v.JJ

Item No. ~ectionJ Par_gn,. IeOBunnt IgnlfieaDcee M" Comm~ntJuslific=alion" lResponse IRtsolution

~ 1.3.2.2 t is not clear how this inlet is modeled. M This detailed explanation will be NETL .-;11
lease provide full details on how the rovided ;n the CFD V& V Plan ced this

~undary condition to the suction outlet is ev. I (SWLCD Volume 4) ocumenl
~clincd

~ 1.3.2.3 he discussion in this section is not very M Agreed· will make the documents NETL '-;11
elevant as the method to compute time to onsistent. eed this

!mix or degree of mixing has been modified ocumenl
nd is based on measurement ofelectrical
onductivity ofanion concentration (Draft
lF~UENT V&V Simulant Development
~equiremenls and Initial Simulant Approach).
)!r'Jlsr. make thl'; documents consistent so thai

kh", rp.vir.wl';~ c.an r.ommp.nt nn lhp. latl'sl nlan.

10 1.3.2.3 If the time for fluid density to reach the M here is not a surrogate variable. NETL will
verage of initial and final density is very No the suction line is not in oed
ong. is there a surrogate for this validation peration during the blending dditional

!variable? Will the suction line be in operation peration. etails on this
~uring the sampling as it might affect the alidation
f1easurement? ariable

II 1.3.2.3 Pensity measurements are to be "taken at M Yes· the details are provided in There is
~veral different locations inside a vessel," heCFO V&V Test Plan insufficient
~owever the choice of locations is not given; ocument. etails on the
~ixing could be quite different in different xacl location
~arts of the apparatus. How are you going to fthese

,fn hi I h I ati nand . measurement
his v inth t st land ument?

2459().MGT-FOOOO6 Rev 6 (I1121f2007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP·MGT·OO7



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

PalZe 6 of N

tern No. ~edionf Paragraph !comment ~Igniflcance· M" Comment Justifieation8 Response Resolution

12 1.3.2.3 mis VV is complicated by the fact thallhe

'"
t (heat transfer) is not accounted rrhe question

etua! WTP application is the introduclion of for and the operation is considered is nOI about a
he denser liquid at the top, however, the s isothennal since the amount of hysical
xperiments where based on siluation where a eat generated or lost in the roccss, such

'where a positively buoyant fluid is hysical operation in the actual s heat
"ntroduced from above." (However, this is essel is negligible for Newtonian ransfer, but
chieved by introducing a saline solution into essels. ather it is

water ... how is this negatively buoyant?) bout heat
hus, the validation is based on the ~~neratedby
omparison of isothermal mixing of an inert hemieal
onstituent. In the actual case, the caustic eactions

mixture would react, generating heat, which ~uring the
would affeclthe density. Heat transfer and jrnixing
~ixing would become coupled. However, this process. If
s not accounted for in either the test his is
xperiments or the validation simulations Inegligible
eing considered. How is this going to be hen the
ceount for? Imatter is

esolvcd.

24590-MGT-FOO006 Rev 6 (ll/2112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Pal.!c 7 of N

Ite.m No. lsecdonl Paragrapb !comment Ilalflcancel f:l\1" Commenl Justine.tioRIl Response Resolution

13 1.3.2.3 tIne precise definition of these validation M pranted, the comment is lease clarify the question. cethe
!variables (VV) is a lime ... "the time it takes onfusing since it mixes omment
he nuid density ... to reach a density equal 10 everal ideas. The first mdcr the

Iwe average of the initial and final (complete! ~ucstion concerns how the olumn "M"
Imixed) densities." Presumably, the final Ihalf-time of mixing is 10 be omment
~cnsity is a calculated quantity, based on the alculated. Will the calculation uSlification
Dial amounlS of each liquid, so that neither ~ run to a final density or will

!the simulations nor experiments need to be he final density be calculatcd
run to complcte mi:ting in order for this VV from the properties of the
o be well defined. It seems inconsistent that omponcnts being mixed? If

Irne VV is based on 50% mixing while the he components are not
~ixing requirement is 80% mixing.~ 'perfect' liquids (using a

.• ;u!t . . n (OT hi, or is this MW'rM physical chemiSlfY tenn) then
hv 'hI" 11'U" I"1 .....tri..·al "'nnduclivit\l ~~re would be a change in

nts? ensily while mixing, i.e., the
ensities would not be
dditive. This would

Fomplicate the calculation of
Iilie final density. Please
IProvide details about how the
!final density will be

etennined.
~ second concern is that it
f5eems inconsistent to use a

0% mixing value in the VV
IProcess when the requirement
s an 80% mixing value.

14 1.3.2.3 mere is a concept of an ideal vs. non-ideal M Ives Ideal or lion-
fsolution which seems to be relevant in this ideal'! BNl's

iscussion. It is not clear if this is considered response is
r if it should be. For c1'iample. is the density lot clear with

hr'h" lixf'tl snlution thl" llVl"l'lI.PI" respect to
bv vnlume. nf ,h,., two mixed linuids? as-law.

24590-MGT-FOOOO6 Rev 6 (ll/21/2007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

8 of... -". V V. "'-'

tern No. ~ectionl Paragrapb !comment ~ignificance· M" Comment JustificalionB ~esponse Resolution

15 1.3.2.4 !when single or multiple PIM's are used the ~ he measurement of ZOI has been Agreed,
~efinition of ZOI should be quantitatively one successfully in several owever,
~efined to include % area cleared. How will xperiments with prototypical ;NETL has no
!experimental data be compared to IPJM arrays and will be done in a r:viewed any

alculations in geometrically complex imilar fashion in the 8 foot testing u,h
ituations? The 20I is defined but il is not od compared to equivalent ocument.
lear how this definition relates to a figure of Imeasurement in the CFD models.

merit for bottom clearing. How will this be
ompared to experimental data?

16 1.3.2.4 his discussion is quite complicated. It is not M ~greed- 2nd order solution will be ~greed,
lear that all possible scenarios for jet sed, and the V&V test cases will ~owever,

·nleraction are enumerated. e.g., the effect of ~emonstrategrid insensitivity (this NETL has no
he wall could dominate before ZOls merge. ·s a requirement per ASME V&V !reviewed any

However, the guiding thought should be to 0). uch
ompare similar experimental and numerical ~ocument.
uantities. This report states that the ...
'solids volume fraction should provide an
nambiguous indicator of the ZO! boundary

in CFD." Unfortunately. realizing that the
solids volume fraction is a numerically
esolved field, this is not true ... for the
easons stated in the report. The value of the
olids volume fraction used to define the edl!f

bf the ZO r must be snecified and should
orresDond to what the exneriment "sees."

!Moreover this will be ouite sensitive to the
l<;natial resolution of the mesh ... and the orde

f the numerical scheme· 2nd order will be
ccessarv.

2459Q-MGT-FOOO06 Rev 6 (l1/2112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP·MGT-007
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

tern No. Jsectionl Paragrapb !comment ~ignificanct· ~" Comment JustificationB !Response lResolution

17 1.3.2.4 ne of the issues in the documents related 10 1M
NT's use ofCFD and V&V for the Hanford
aste is the assumption that the 8 ft diameter

old flow experiments being proposed to fill
data gaps is representative of the larger
ll-scale system. It is commonly accepted
at small-scale hydrodynamics aTC not

ecessarily the same as large-scale
.ydrodynamics and all solid particles do not
,cale the same. In the proposed 8 ft lank
:xperiments the depth of the bed is relatively
hallow compared to most of the WTP vesselsl

ilb PJM 'so Major hydrodynamic features
uch as ZOI, accumulation 311he heal,
pwashing of the solids along the wall of the
nk, and general bubbling behavior and
ixing in the lower region of the tank could

II be influences by the depth of the bed.
urthclTTlore, hydrodynamic features present

in the WTP vessels with PIM's may be
p.issing in the 8 ft. tank experiments. For

:xample, certain circulation patterns or gas
iquid channeling induced by the deep beds
,nd larger differential pressure drop across

jthe bed in the WTP vessels could have
ignificant effect on major hydrodynamic
eatures. These non-homogeneities present in
eep beds are less likely to occur in a shallow
ed and could have impact on ZOl's and
ydrodynamic data generated in the 8 ft tank.

av id or minimize the concerns a ve th
lata gap should include test plans for
'ifferent bed heights to demonstrate and
nderstand how bed heights influence ZOl

rpwashing and other major hydrodynamic
eatures.

!Agreed. The current RTD for the
Iv&V Test Plan specifies that level should
,esting in the 8 foot vessel for both e varied
ingle PJM and 4 PJM array will hile

te conducted at 10% and 2% aintaining
eight solids loadings which he same total
roduee different bed depths. mount of

lids to
emonstrate

its effect on
P1M
erformance.
his is not in
TO.
arymg
lids loading

oes not have
he same
ffect as
'arying bed
eight as the
ormer
.pproach will
;hange
,hysical

E
gime of the

pplication
hile the

later
:pproach
varying bed
eight) will
,ot do so.

24590-MGT-FOOOO6 Rev 6 (l1121/2007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

f• a· ... •• v'.I..-

Item No. ~ectlonl Plngraplt Icomlllf'•• ignifinnce' M" Commenl JU5ttf1~.tionll lResponH: 1R~lution

0 1.3.4 ~ince the current V&V plan willoot cover M !yes iAs"'ed
essels with non-Newtonian fluid, should
~FP.VSL.OOOO2AIB(non-Newtonian vessel

ccording to Page 10) be removed from Table
1-3'.'

1 .1 lPage 15, last paragraph: Although I agree M IzOI's for both 4 fool and g fool lSee document
Iwilh the statement in general, its ~iametcr vessel tests will be lProvided 10

cneralization to multiphase flows is not Iobtained from previous and IwTP on
proven. In other words, there has never been a lanned lests with similar PJM !Recommcnda

ood scaling study demonstrated in arrays and velocities. and will be ions for
Fultiphase flows that shows kinematic self omparcd. Experimental

imilarity. Neither has no study been able to fest Matrix,
'demify a unique group of non-dimensional frhe
umbers Ihat can be used 10 scale up or scale texpcriments
own a multiphase flow application wilhout isled in this

oss of physical phenomena, It will be a ~ocument are
~orthwhile exercise ifBNI can demonslrate lrongly
'uccessful scaling with a group of non· ecommende
imensional numbers for a multiphase flow
pplication, II is recommended thai BNI

~_i;"rlv shnws that the dim nsionlc..<:s r u
~ho~ n h" it is suffiri m t ri h

. One recommendation is to
alculation ZOI for 4ft and 8ft vessels for
~rying particle Reynolds and jet Reynolds

umbers, Other dimensionless variable can
Iso be varied in the study. If the current
imensionless variables are sufficient, then

he ZOI profiles obtained in 4ft and 8ft
essels should collapse on top ofeach other.
he failure ofZOI profiles 10 collapse will

Point to the deficiency ofcurrent
imensionless variables to describe the
roblem, and, by extension, the design of test

malrix in the experimental data gap analysis
's also questionable,

24590·MGT-FOOOO6 Rev 6 (1112112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Page 13 of35

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

~(em No. ~ectiOnlParagrapll Icommeat ~gnifIcaDce· ~M" Comment Jusdficatlon" !Response ~esolution

p3 ~ection 3 t is nol clear in this description of test vesselslM
Fhat the actual testing conditions were for
:3ch of the various configurations or how the
::xperimental configurations compared to the
,crual designs, or how the tests were
onducted. There arc no initial conditions or

Irransient conditions shown for the various tcst
.onfigurations and there are also no measured
"esults shown where we can compare CFD
alculations to these experiments. This is a
,ignificant gap in experimental dala. The
xact configuration for each test vessel should
,e shown as well as a matrix ofwhere the

linitial and loading conditions are areas well asl
,he experimental results which may then be
irectly compared to calculations. Because

,his is not done it cannot say how well the test
'essels perfonned in mixing. A dimensional

rnalysis like the Qne described below can
llleviate the abQve CQncerns,
lnitiate a well designed experimental

prQgram where the key independent
parameters are changed and measure the
·csults. Compare these tQ calculatiQns having
:he exact same boundary and operatiQnal
onditions. If possible I would like to dQ this.
lYO)
For the first trial of trus a suggested list of

Ithese is given in the following equation for
!the average jet velocity:

'he independent parameters are dive time,
ravity, fluid viscosity, fluid density, resting

~uid height in the vessel, average solids
ensity, resting height of solids in vessel,
ressure difference at end of suction phase,
ressure difference during pulse phase,
'elocity at start ofdrive, velocity at end of
rive, vessel hydraulic diameter, diameter of

~e PJM tube, diameter of the P1M nozzle exi
plane, distance of the PJM nozzle exit plane
<':'"••••• _ 1••••• __ .r _.' , ' ..

Please clarify the
ucstion/comment.

ee documen
rovided to
TP on

ccommenda
ions for
xperimental
est Matrix.
he
xperiments

llisted in this
ocument are
trongly
'ccommcnde,



 

 
 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 

   
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

f....... " v'""oJ

Item No. ~ec=tionJ Paragraph rommenl ignine.ntcl M" Comment JustlfitalionR Response Resolution

4 .1 lease correct the number of total available M NfA • these tests are no longer Agreed
ests for the fluid velocity data set. dng used.

5 .2.1 Page 25: There are 38 tcst sets identified for a M orne of the requested information It is not clear
ingle conliguration, 20 with fluid only and is not available and thus cannot be ow this

18 with solids. Of the 18 sets with solids, 9 rovidcd. oneem could
ontain 5 wt% of 10 11m particles and 9 01 be clear.
ontain 20 wt% 0£35 11m. Thus the statement It is about

... ~particlc diameter (10:S dp:S 35), and ineffective
approach to

particle loading (5 :S Wt%p S 20r ... is filling the
rromewhat misleading 8S this 2-D parameter ata gap
pace was not sampled in any meaningful which should
~ay; there is data for only two points in this ot require
pace: dp "'10 with Wt%p = 5 and dp =35 :lny dala.

iwith Wt%p - 20. No infonnation on particle Need details
ensity (not given) is staled other than it is for the

00 low. Only one value of the supernate xpcriments
ensity was used. There is no infonnation on n size and
system with a particle size/density W1% choices
istribution. Please provide details to addre.'ls

v ,
6 .2.3 t is stated that "time-to-mix (as defined in the M er WTP-RPT-077, the time to NETL needs

eport) varies from 15 minutes to greater than nix is when the particles arc either more
194 minutes." Is this value based on 50% or uspended in solution or the larifielltion.
IRO% .. or 'lnmr. ntht"r r.ritr.ria? mixture is completely Not sure why

lomogenized. This was evaluated anicles are
y monitoring the density mentioned in

measurements at three positions as he response
function of time ince the

cfcrCTlced
xpcrimcnls
id not

include any
anicles

2459G-MGT·FOOOO6 Rev 6 (1l/21/2007)Rcf: 24590·WTp·GPP-MGT-007



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

• a ',", 'J V, JJ

Item No. ~ecdOnl Plr_grlplt. leommenr Iplnnace" M" Comment JustificatiooB
!Response jResolutlon

7 .3.3 ~ith respect to this VV, the statement is "For M !we do not sec the description of 1.0
his variable, the tcst vessel misses the cross ow "by a factor of' in the section 'nfonnation
~tional area comparison (Vessel seclion to eferenced. Please clarify. n italics was
olal PJM section, low ... by alactor of /0), dded by
he nozzle offset ratio (low ... by < alaclor 0 ~ETLtobo
), and the PIM velocity (low ... by < a ~lore specific

actor of3)." However, according to Table 3- inee the
, the PJM nozzle diameter (the governing omments

fvariable according to the text) of the test (2 included by
n.) is smaller than that oflhe WTP vessel he authors
4.3 in.) by a factof of -2. There appears to be re a little
n inconsistency between the statements in nislcading.
he text and what is in the table. Please clarify For example,
his. he first

instance uses
he adjective
'Iow"to
escribe a
ection ratio
hat is off by

bfactor of10.
rhis seems
~isingenuous.

8 .3.3 he comments ... "simulant and panicle 1M ~e phrasing in this instance is ~ased on this
efinitions do not span ... and are low roor. No particles were present, esponse can
ompared to the WTP vessels in most nly the sodium thiosulfate. IaNI address
nstances...... doesn'l seem 10 make sense. ow 26 (see
~e tests were only with water and a saline omment

~I~t~~;~i~oiparticles were considered.~ iven)
!3NII . I ifnartic\es were indeed nresent in
I. . " were not nresent

the document ,

2459Q.MGT-FOOOO6 Rev 6 (11121/2007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

I a '" IV VI-'J

Item No. ~ectlonl Paragraph !comment ignificancc· 1"1\1" Comment JustifkalionB Response Resolution

9 .3.3 'he last entry in Table 3-5 on page 37 for I This is mislabeled. The value Agreed
particle density ... "1307" ... seems to be a hewn is the given density of the
)'pO as there were no particles present in the 0% solution, not of a particle.
cst Notice thaI the presence of particles can
hange the supernate viscosity by a factor of

130 (0.0001 to 0.03 kg/ms) and its density
ignificantly (998 to 1374 kglm3

).

0 .3.4 'he situation with respect to this VV seems

'"
BNI will review these papers and NETLwill

~~te favorable. The diameter ratio between omment. lccd BNI's
TP vessels and test vessels is - 5: I (564 <> esponse

138 in.). which is the suggested safety limi!.
.Jowcvcr, there seems to be no recognition of
he effect ofpolydispersity. The repeated

vu1sed could. in fact. be a concentration
!mechanism for dense panicles of a specific
·ize. as in Ihe fonnation of placer deposits
Komar, Paul D.,and Manin C. Miller, "The
hrcshold of sediment movement under
scillatory water waves," J.Sedimentary

Petrology, 43, 1101.1110, 1973.). Also, see
odeschini. S., C. Ciaponi and S. Papiri.

'Laborlltory Experiments and numerical
modeling of the scouring effect of flushing
waves on sedimem beds," Engineering

pplicalions in Computational Fluid
Mechanics, 4, 365·373, 2010. This paper
escribes a coupling between the flow and the
eposit. This could be compared to that used
y Bechtel. Can BNI review these paners find

24590-MGT-FOOOO6 Rev 6 (1112112007)Rcf: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

• '" '" " VI.JJ

tern No. ~ec:tionl Paragra,. ~."_l ~igni(jcance' M" Comment Justifications !Response jResolution

1 .3.5 rrhe discussion in this section is quite vague 1M Wlease c1ariry the question. IAgain, as
... "A single test (MCE Pump-down) is used !with Item 27,
or this variable, compared with a total of J 7 he quoted
essel sets (see Table 1-3). The design ext seems to

parameters show some overlap for mosl [be misleading
anditions, with the PIM nozzle velocity ampared to
isplaying the least. The supernate and he more
article parameters show consistent overlap pccific
or all variables. " A review afTables 3-4&5 'nformation
ives more information. The vessel diameter in the tables.

f5cale between WTP vessels and the test
essels was >10 (564 <> 43.3 in.). The nozzle
iameter (the imponant parameter) was very
ifferent (4.3 <> 0.7 in.) The supernate

rscosity of the test was somewhat lower than
s expected in the WTP vessels (0.03 <>
~.008 kg/(m·,)).

2 .1.2.1 ~early all the vessels in Table 1.3 require this M Ives • this information is provided h-he response
s a validation variable. There is a lot that 'n the current RTD and Test is not
inges on the success 8ft vessel and ~pecification. atisfactory.
ubsequent suction line measurements. It is
ard to fathom how the 8ft vessel can close
11 gaps in short time when there were so

f1any past experimental studies performed al
~veral places but none of them could provide
ithis very crucial data. ran BNI summarize th

ata that will hP oenerated in the R ft
x eriments.

3 .2.1 "By the end ofbatch, much ofthe rapidly M ~es and Yes. !Agreed
elfling solids have been removedfrom the
esse! ": Is this confirmed by the experimental
bservation? Ifnot, will the 8 ft experiments
ddress this?

24590-MGT-FOOO06 Rev 6 (I1/21J2007)Ref: 24590·WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

• a -'"' '<> VI .,}J

tern No. ~eclionl Paugr.pb Icommea. ~lgnif1canc::e" IuM" Comment JustificationR Response Resolution

4 .2.1 [Page 44, Bullel 4: I do nol completely agree ~ lease clarify the question. Agreed, as
Iwith this reasoning. Do you mean that since Note thai the planned 8 foot vessel long as the

11 solids are easily suspended due 10 high ests will use a simu!ant that arne mixture
~uid viscosity, so one can assume single "neludes 6 particle classes ranging omposition
phase now? What about solids loading? One from very large to extremely small is used for all

an assume single phase flow only if the nd thus the stated concern should xpcriments
~Iids loading is very low. If all the solids in e evidenced by these leSls. recommended
~e system are readily suspended then that in the
~es not imply that the solids will not affect xperimental
he carrier phase. The carrier phase governing est matrix
quations will still be augmented by the acument
nterphase exchange lenns and will not roouc hat NETL
o single phase CFD. It will still be a provided to
~uhiphase flow problem. High fluid phase r,v-rr
!viscosity implies lower particle Stokes
,"umber (see Ihe comment below) due to
Iwhich particles follow the fluid streamlines
~ore closely than in lower viscosity fluid.

24590-MGT-FOOOO6 Rcv6 (J 1/21/2007)Rcf: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Page 19 of35

tern No. ectloo! Paragraph Lomment ~ignlftcaDce· M" Comment JustificationB :Response fResolutioD

5 .2.1 This is a general critique ofthe document: a his is good feedback. Our Agreed, as
ery useful number to decide if solids will be tralegy is to test with a simulant long as the
eadily suspended or go on their and cluster in hat has multiple particle classes arne mixture
be high-strain regions of the carrier flow is hat span the range of WTP waste omposition
article Stokes number which is defined as including large and very small is used for all
he ratio of the particle response time to fluid articles. The results of the testing xpcrimeots
esponse time. A low Slokes number will or accumulation, solids ecommendcd
mply that particles will follow the carrier mobilization, and suction line n the
uid and a high Stokes number implies very oncenlration will bc compared to xperimemal

nertial particles that do not follow the fluid he CFD predictions of those tests. est matrix
treamlines. In this documentation, somehow If the agreement is good then we ocument
or low Stokes number particles (generally an say that CFD is simulation the hat NETL
mall sized particles), it is always concluded ffects referred to in the comment rovided to
hat the problem will reduce to single phase easonably well. If the agreement WTP

CFD which is mature and, hence, the s not good then we will need to
resulting data gap is not a serious one. Please ossibly investigate this issue

ote that low Stokes number particles with furth,,,
high loading need the same amount of respect
'n terms of multiphase flow modeling as high

tokes number particles. Additionally, low
tokes number particle in the current
pplication tum out to very small sized
articles as well. These very small particles
an be embedded and/or trapped within larger
articles and result in cohesive agglomerates.

There is enough evidence in the multiphase
ow literature that cohesive agglomerates
annot be successfully simulated with the
urrent closures. There have been some ad-
oc extension to drag closures but they are
d-hoc at best and tailored to very unique
pplications. So even though the smallest size
articles may have a very low loading, it will
e worthwhile to perform experiments with

full particle size distribution typical to WTP
JM vessels.

2459Q-MGT-F0OOO6 Rev 6 (1112112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

COMMENTRESOLunONFORM

Page 20 of35

tern No. ~ectlonf Paragnpb !comment ~Ignlncantc' 'M" Commenl JUSlilicationB Response Resolution

p6 ~.2.1 Page 44, bullet 6: This point is very ~ Agreed - that is why the Agreed, as
onfusing and does not really bring out the onclusions of lhe Data Gap ang as the
Illire piclUre. looking at Table 6-47 (Page B nalysis were thai a gap exists in arne mixture

), for HLP.vSL·OOO22 and UFP·VSL-OOOOI relevant data. The inlent of the 8 omposition
iJB (heat transfer vessels), it is clear that the oot vessel testing is to collect data 's used for all
haractcristic density of 2900 kglm3 spans the or the representative range of xperimems
nlire particle diameter range from 11 to 700 IwTP waste particle classes which ecommendec

nicro meter but only small sized particles are "nelude small particles at very high 'n the
overed by the test vessels. Now the small ensity and large particles at 2900 xperimelllal
'ized particlcs arc readily suspended, and ensity. est matrix
ased on the same argument made over and !documcnt
ver in this section, this will reduce to single hat NETL
hase CFD and by consistent reasoning this provided to

'hould be easily simulated since single phase ~p
CFD is a mature technology. Again. this is

nfil~' ~ Ih,. hjoh rlensit and small j .rI, as sin I h,. ;,,,
u. of low 10 din a, nd alone.

7 .2.1 n the V&V document (24590-WTP-PL- M ICFD is no longcr planned to be jAgreed
ENG· I 1-002, Rev. B), it is mentioned on ~scd for Thcnnal Management

age 13 under thennal management vessel nlaysis.
hat momentum interchange coefficients are

fiCt to zero in the CFD model. Is Ihis
. ~ In ,hI''''' v"ss..ls?

24590-MGT·FOOOO6 Rev 6 (11121/2007)Ref: 24590-WfP-GPP-MGT-007



  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

COMlj,fENT RESOLUTION FORM

• g. .... .L.. V • ..>J

tem No. ~edionf Paragraph !comment ignificaDce· M" Comment JustificationB !Response !Resolution

8 .2.1 IVelocity measurements should be taken and M Ives - this explanation is provided !NETLwHi
ompared with calculations in as many places "n detail in the current CFD V&V !need this
s is possible. This becomes a very difficult !Test Plan, including discussion of ~ocument
or multiphase flows and probably intractable he instrumentation, data

!in regions of the flow field where the solids ollection strategy, and probe
flow is dense. There are experimental ocations.
echniques that could be applied here but

ithese have not been used and would require
onsiderable effort in order to be used.~

iRNI exnlain if and how velocitv
measurements w"! be reliabl taken in the
IreQions of high nanicles loading.

9 .2.1 rrhe rates of change of the free surface height M !The plan is to use video cameras here is no
hould be measured and calculated during a ~laced alongside the test vessel at mention ofa
onnal P1M cycle for vessels that have no wo locations that will be used to est in the test
olids loading and also vessels that are rack the movement of the free !matrix that
oaded. This will give a very good indication urface and the cloud height. This Ihas no solids.
f how Ihe energy dissipation rate changes !effects can then compared to !.he ~unPJM

r-vith particle loadings. Can this be quantified Itransient CFD model using ycle with
nd comoared to the F VENT mode? nimations placed side-by-side to nd withoul

jibe video. ~lids and
ompare

Iheight of free
urface.

0 .2.1 The lesl data is available only along or near M lAs previously noted, CFD is no !Agreed
he centerline, nOI near the outside wall where onger planned to be used for the

the heat exchangers are. Apparently, this ool-to-transfer vessel
ocument presumes ... "that fluid velocities lPerfonnance analysis.
ear the center of the vessel correlate well to
he local wall fluid velocities." There is no
videnc.. oiven ..ither ..-x....rimentallv or
omnutationall to sunnnrt this assertion.
'urthennore, even if they "correlate well" tha
'mplies that they differ by a constant factor,
which could be very large.

24590-MGT-FOOO06 Rev 6 (11!2112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP·MGT-007



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Page 22 of3-
tern No. ~ecUoni Paragraph ('omment ~Ignificante· M" Comment JusliflcalionB !Response Resolution

1 .2.2 What nre the values for suction line diameter, M mis infonnation is not easily Iwhy is this
'uclion line inlet height and radial offset and !obtained for all vessels but if 'nformation
uClion line now rale in WfP VSL? ~ecessarywe will investigate Inot available

prnol
'rnportant?
This should
be a critical
ieee of

infom18tion.
Response is

ot
ntisfllctory

2 .2.2 A range of particle size in TEST VSL is used M Agreed - the information will be Agreed. as
o compare again the WTP VSL However, it larified in the next revision of the ong as the

seems that in most experimcnls only a mean eport. Also nole that the tests in same m~x.turc
particle diameter is given. II is not clear from he 8 foot diameter vessel will ompollllion
Table 6-22 whether a single particle size or a nclude 6 particle classes in each s used for all
:mixture with wide PSD is used, This xperimcnt (to represent WTP xpcriments
, . should he verv clearlv mention~d waste), ccommende
in the "n , II'S since :'1 is one thilll~ to n the

I manv exneriments for differen xpcrimental
; I iam rs ,nd it is another to ocrfonn est matrix

ent that encom asses the entir acument, , istribution, hat NETL
rovidcd to

WTP

2459Q.MGT-FOOOO6 Rev 6 (1112112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Pa2C 23 of "
lemNo. ~ttlionlP.r8C...ph lcommt'Dt Ignificance' M" Comment JustificationB jResponse lResolutioD

3 .2.3 Pnly a vessel with a single PIM is considered M fhe single PJM test is conducted ~greed, as
n the test so rnat the effect of multiple jets o obtain data al plant scale PJM ong as the
nd the more complicated geometry are nol ~zzle diameter and Reynolds ~me sel of
neluded. Can BNI provide details to supPOrt ~umbcr. Subsequent lesls will be iPJM
h.. U!'I'" nr-" ~;n{fl ... PIM. onduclOO with half·scale nozzles onfiguratlon

sing prototype WTP plant PJM are used for
arrays. II the

xperimems
ccommendc
n the
xpcrimenlal
est matrix
QCument
hal NETL
rovided to
>.'TP

4 .3 The particle size distribution is an important M The particle size distribution Agreed, as

ammeter and should be considered through PSD) will be considered in the long as the

he solids loading, wt"Io, by constituenl. V&V 8 foot vessel testing and is arne mixture

However, it seems only the total solids Iso clearly prescribed in the PIM omposition

oading is used in most analyses. What is the vessel design calculations. s used for all
.us . . I fnr nnl includino this verv xperiments
·mnnrtant variahl.. frnm th.. r.nntext of recommende<

ultinha~ no~ in 'h" "nal~is? n the
xperimemal
est matrix
ocument

hat NETL
rovided to

WTP
rovidcd to

fwTP
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

f• II·......... V. JJ

Item No. «fion! Paragraph ~ommeDt igolDeancc- 1'1" Comment Justification B lResponse lResolution

5 .3 ifhe symbols used for non-dimensional M es - 8Nl will make sure these NETL wm
unlbers ond even some of the terms used in are consistent in the next revision lccd this

he goveming equations are different from f the V& V Plan and Data Gap IpdlllCd
hose used in the V&V report. Can 8N1 ,~l-, Analysis. acumenl
his consistent?

6 .3 Iwh 'i.. ,h. nh"s·....1si nifi"·ance of h" M {eo is the particle Reynolds NETL;,, R Ids Dum ,R umber as defined for use in the reviewing
[in lh;!t ? Reynolds number hields relations for mobilization his

.s the ratio of inertial to viscous forces. fsctllcd solids beds (Cao, Z.• infonnation
~owevcr. the particle Reynolds number Pender. G., and Meog, 1., 2006:
~efined here has no such significance. Why Explicit formulation of the Shields
~otjust call it something other than a iagram for incipient motion of
!Reynolds number? A quick scholarly search 'ediment, J. Hydraulic Eng.,
Iof the term "densimelric panicle Reynolds 132(10), pp. 1097·1099). It is also
~umber" returns nothing. he square root of the Archimedes

umber used in the Karamanev
orrelation for the drag coefficient

for settling panicles (Green, D.W.
nd Perry, R.I'!., 2008: Perry's

f:hemical Engineer.;' Handbook,
th Edition, McGraw Hill. p. 6-

52). The addition of"densimetric"
iwas used in the document to

istinguish this definition of the
anicle Reynolds number from
ther common definitions in the
anicle transpon community as

pointed out in a visit to NETL.

24S90-MGT-FOOOO6 Rev 6 (J ll2l/2007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Pa2C 25 of35

Item No. ~.Onl P.ragrap~ ~om"eD' ~icninc8Du' 1\1" Comment Jusdnutfon ll ~esponse ~t'SOIUtiOD

7 .3 The definition of densimetric particle ~ rrhe definition for Re;, is provided !"g=d
Reynolds number is based on characteristic in reference Cao, Z" Pender, G.,
clocity for particle settling. It is not clear at and Meng, J., 2006: Explicit
11 how Ihis characteristic velocity is fomlUlation of the Shields diagram
blaine<!. On non-dimensionalizing the for incipient molion ofscdiment,
article trajectory equalion for a particle . Hydraulic Eng., 132(10), pp.

~ttling in an infinite fluid medium, one can 1097-1099.
phlain two characteristic velocities. One is
omclhing similar to UI but not identical. It is ~ motivation for this definition is
~I- (gD(PIl' Pr)/PIl)o"(note the difference he force balance for a settling
rom your definition of UR where submerged J'article at terminal velocity in a
pecific gravity «p" - p,)/pr) is used. Anolher uiesccnl medium. There are
haracleristic velocity could be the tenninal hree terms: weight of the particle.
elocity. In any ease, jl is nOI clear how Ihe IFR' weight of the displaced fluid.

" . finition is arrived at IF~ and drag, Fd yielding the force
,nd detailed derivation should be included or [balance FR -Fh -Fd= O. Fg - V" r"
f,~ ,where V" is the particle volume

V,,-4/3 L r"lforaspherical
article), and g is the acceleration
f gravity. Fh = - V" Dr g. Fd- - Cd

fA.. Y1 rU.2, where Cd is the drag
ocfficienl, A" is the particle
ross-sectional area (Ap "" I r,,2

for a spherical particle), and U. is
he tcrminal velocity. Algebraic
~anipulation yields U. = (4/3/Cd)o.,
~g. where UR - (s g dr,)o.,. The
ubmerged specific weight, s. is

~cfined by s = (r" -r,)/rr.

24590-MGT-FOOOO6 Rev 6 (11121/2007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

26 of• u - ...... " V' J"

Item No. ~~cllonl Paraguph Icom~nt ~ignificante· M" Commenl Jusdfiut!ona iResponse laesolution

~8 ~.3 !what does the so defined Froude number tells

'"
:aNI will provide the requested "ETL will

51 What are the ranges of Froude number eferences. eed this
istinguishing special physical flow "nfonnation
ransitions? In the absence of a physical

mechanism thai is strongly dependent on
-roude number, its use in the current context
·s hard to follow. Can BNI provide references
heir use of the Fronde number for this
pplication?
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Page 27 of ""

tern No. ~ectionl Paragraph Icommeat ignificance· M" Comment JustificatlonB !Response ;Resolution

9 .3 Solids momentum conservation equations are ~ Agreed, However, following t is not clear why it is necessary Agreed.
losed by invoking countless empirical BNI's response 10 this o perfonn this analysis extension H~wcvcr,

!correlations. A comprehensive Don- ornment, the whole idea of iDee the comparison between following
lctimensionalization analysis should consider his analysis is not clear in the rFD and measurements for the BNI',

ach correlation that will be used in the study Irs! place. The CFD should be arious tests conducted in the 8 esponse to
rather than some hand-picked ones) in order ompared to the experimental fOOl vessel will detenninc how his comment
o detennine the dependence. Can BNI extend esls to detennine error. What well (i.e., error and uncertainty) he whole
his to in Iud all the closures? oes this analysis help with? If he CFO model (and sub-model idea of this

't has to be done then it has to losures employed) accounts for nalysis is no
e extended to all closures and hese effecls. lear in the
quations used in the CFO first place.

mood The CFO
hould be
ompared to
h,
xperimental
esls to
etennine
rror. What
oes this
nalysis help

with? Ifit has
o be done
hen it has to
e extended
o all closures
nd equations
sed in the

FFO model.

24590·MGT·FOOOO6 Rev 6 (11121/2007)Ref: 24590-WfP-GPP-MGT-007



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

COMMENT RESOLUnON FORM

Page 28 of ""

tern No. ec~on/Par.gr.ph Comlftnl ~ignifit8nce· :1\1" Comment JU5tlfiutlon8 tResponse !Resolution

0 .3 The dimensionless parameters in this effort ~ rrhe dimensionless parameters are IPlease refer
re derived by normalizing the dependent Iderived from a non· o the
ariables of the differential equation using l-fimcnsionnliz3tion of the ecommende<l
haracteristic length, lime and velocity scales oveming equations based on xperimental
hat were arbitrarily chosen. This practice is efcrcnce values for mass, length, est matrix
sually always accompanied by problems nd lime. ~ocument

because it generates dimensionless groups "'ETL
hat arc only a subset of what is truly needed. rhe choice of reference values is provided to
It neglects the fact that it is often necessary 10 ,"ot unique; however, the specific fwTP
cale the different tenns in the transport et of reference values used in the
qualions using different length, time and eport was not arbitrarily chosen.
elocity scales. It is best tQ apply an order of [n unsparged WTP PJM mixing

. I \ llnlll~ nn par_h term in th,. !vessels, the mQmentum flux
~nuations as they annl to the diffel'f'nt esponsible for all mixing effects
reo-ions of the flow field 10 sr.e which terms 's derived from the pulse tube

ina w i h tenns mav be nef!~ ~Qzzle mQmentum flux whieh
w, i n order of rna nitude ~~pends on the pulse tube nozzle

nal sis will n t a II r s t f Iveloeity, nozzle diameter, and
<li ....,.nsinnl,..", <trnuns. ~ischarged fluid properties. The

~ak nQzzle velocity, Uo, and
olzle diameter, Do. were chosen
s reference quantities, because
hey detennine the maximum
inematic momentum flux intQ the
esse!. The carrier fluid properties

were chosen as representative,
because the carrier fluid properties
o nOI depend on the degree of
olids loading nor on a particular

'olids composition.

24S9().MGT·FOOOO6 Rev 6 (1112112007)Ref: 24590-WTP-GPP·MGT-007



  
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

• a ',", '7 V' JJ

tern No. ec:llonl Paragraph !comment Ignificaace' M" Commenl JustifieadonD jResponse jResolution

ocont'd Whe dimensionless parameter
Iwoup identified by non-

imensionalization provides a
~eans to assess whether the plant

pace is spanned by a set of
xperiments relative to the space
o which the CFD model is
ensilive.

he experimental matrix (separate
~ocumcnt) is formed based on the
Idimensional operating conditions
pfthe plant, nollhe dimensionless
rperating conditions. 10 ensure
hal Ihe dimensional paramctcTll of
he experimental dataset are
irectly relevam to plant
onditions.
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Page 30 of35

Item No. ~ectionl Paragraph !comment ~ignificance· "M" Comment JustifieationB iResponse lResolution

I .3 I is also important to derive the set of I No response needed as this !Agreed,
~imensionless parameters using standard ommen! is infonnational. owever, if
~imensionalanalysis. This is done using all he tests

DOwn inputs including all geometrical and follow the
pcrational parameters and all know outputs iRccommende
Deluding precise mathematical statements of
II the important mixing requirements. This Experimental

kind of analysis will generate all the est Matrix
imensionless parameters without using the ~ocument
ifferenlial equations. rETL

~rovided to
jwrr, then
he
xperimental

~ata collected
following the
ecommendc
pproach

Imight help
upport

iBNI"
rgumcnts on

IJdequacyof
~imensionles
jgroups
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Pac.e 31 or 35

lemNo. ~KtlonlParagraph Icomme•• SlgnlOcaDce· ""M" Comment JustiOution8 Response RtSOlutlon

~2 ~.3 tne use of the jet velocity as a scaling I No response needed as this "is
parameter is questionable. The jet velocity is comment is informational. omment
~nSlcady. It depends on the pressure over the from NETL
Irree surfaces in both the PIM and the hould have

ontainment vessel, and also on the height of been stated
~e free surfaces in the PlM and the 'how is BNI

onlainmenl vessel. These parameters are ure thai
hanging throughout the PIM cycle which rcssure and

!will cause Ihejel velocity to be unsteady. free surface
leighlover
oth the rJM
nd
ontainmcnt
essel is not a

leading order
~arllmcter".
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Page 32 of35

tern No. lSectionf Paragraph lc:ommeDt lSignificance- J..M" Comment JustificationB lResponse lResolution

53 .4.1 he correlation chosen for this demonstration 1M me example correlations were ee
s for an isolated sphere settling in an infinite "neluded in the document solely to esolution

Imedium. Since the real application is not as nhaRee confidence that the umber 49
imple as this correlation, the conclusion imensionless parameter set is
rawn in this section cannot be generalized. omplctc by showing thai the

Yusa, what is the significance of Archimedes arameters are sufficient to
umber here; it is just the particle Reynolds valuate data-driven correlations
umber wherein the slip velocity is from the literature that have been

~bstitutedby the tenninal velocity. This sed, in pan, to understand plant
nalysis should be done for a typical drag ehavior.
orrelation used for dense multiphase flows.

IThe Archimedes number is the
lPanicle Reynolds number squared.
It was introduced in the document
Ibeeause the Karamanev

orrelation for the drag coefficient
or settling particles is written in
ennsofit(Green,D.W. and

~~ITy, R.H., 2008: Perry's
!Chemical Engineers' Handbook,

th Edition, McGraw HilL p. 6-
~2).

It is not required to conduct
dditional analysis based on the

~~ag correlations because the drag
orrelations are incorporaled into
he "CFD model" as sub-model
elections in Fluent and this their
dequaey and accuracy will be
ssessed as pan of the V& V
omparison with testing.
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

Page 33 of '"

Hem No. ~~tiooJ Paragrapb lcom".Bt ~iplfic.ncc· ,"M" Comment JU5I1fiCIIUO.a Response Resolulion

4 .5 Iwhy wt% is not included in the Table 4·9 M Weight percent is an import8m Agreed, bUI
'inee it has been demonstrated to be an arameter but it is not needed 10 he same
rnportant parameter? valuate the appropriateness aftest lixturc

essel size selection since the omposilion
esting in that vessel will be hould be
anducted at actual WTP plant sed in the

solids weight percent loadings. recommcnde<
xpcrimemal
cst malrix
ocumcnl

NETL
rovidcd to

WrP

24590·MGT·F0OOO6 Rev 6 (l1/2112007)Rcf: 24590-WTP-GPP-MGT-007



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

, a -" oJ'" V, oJ..!

tem No. ectionl Paragraph L"omment ~ignificance· 1\1" Comment JustificationB iResponse ~esolution

5 celion 5 The entire gap analysis presented here was

'"
The dimensionless analysis rrhe Gap analysis is not based on [Response in

anducted assuming thai the set of one to justify the usc of 8 ft imensionlcss group analysis- ocler "M"
imensionless groups that define the essel can only be conclusive alher the gap analysis is based on ramment
arameter space is sufficient Based on a if dimensionless group is !nimensional analysis using a wide uSlification
eview of how the dimensionless parameters roven 10 be sufficient and angc of applicable WTP plant ue to format

were formulated in section 4.3 there are NETL review Icarn has made [paramelers. This is the approach ssues with
easons 10 believe that Ihe set of everal recommendations in ecommended by external his
imensionless parameters used may not be a his regard (example, eviewers (ERT) and BNI ocument.
omplete set. If Ihe set of dimensionless alculation of ZOI in 4 ft and 8 ~ngineering Chief". The
arameters is not sufficient Ihen there exists a ft vessels). Either this or the imensionless analysis presented

remendous gap in the V&V effort of the CFr:: nalysis in section 4 should 'n Section 4 is used ONLY to
alculations. This should be investigated ave been extended to each 'ustify the selection ofan 8 foot

further oveming equation and ~iametervessel for additional
losure, However, the analysis esting at significant scale. For

'n section 4 is not needed at all hat purpose the dimensionless
s the CFD governing equation nalysis presented covers many of
o not change from test vessel he key groups to support that

o plant vessel scale. onclusion. If the conclusion had
,"01 been clearly supported by the

n any case, if the gap analysis nalysis conducted then more
is not based on dimensionless roups would have been
woup, then it is recommended onsidered.
hat the discussion in seclion 4
hould be removed and only
imensional numbers should

~e used for data gap analysis
or 8ft vessel. It is felt that the
UITeot practice ofjumping

!between dimensional and
~imcnsionlcssanalysis without
he obligation to prove (he
ufficiency of dimensionless
roup is risky and unscienlific.
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COMMENT RESOLUTION FORM

I a ',,", J.J V' JJ

5 eoold .. M Following Ihis
ecommcndmion, it should
ccomc obvious thai it is not

possible to fill the data gap
withaUi resorting to
imcnsionlcss analysis and
coce the need to prove the
ufficiency of dimensionless
roup.

Significance: M - Mandatory; I-Improvement. Definitions for these terms are provided at the end of the form instructions and in Section 3.0 of procedure "WTP
Document Administration",
b Justification required for Mandatory Comments.
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